
V.—DISCUSSIONS.

TROTH AND CON8EQUENCES.

M B . SOHILIIBB'S paper in MIND, N. 8., No. 54, contains, I find, one
or two references to myself which seem to call for a word or two
of reply. This word or two I shall try to make as concise and
as clear as I can, though I fear I shall not be able to be as brief in
the matter as I could wish. For polemics against particular con-
temporaries, I confess, I have in general little leisure and less in-
clination, being altogether of the opinion that it is more profitable
to attempt to understand one's critics than to wrangle with them,
and that a student of philosophy has no truer friends than those
opponents who succeed in showing him his mistakes. Yet I see
that in his first allusion to myself (loc. dL, p. 236), Mr. Schiller
contrives to insinuate censure of my supposed polemical ardour.
After complaining in the text of his paper that' Feiros's principle '
should have been denied by certain "over-zealous controver-
sialists," Mr. Schiller explains in a footnote that I, and only I,
am the over-zealous person of whom he is thinking Now, as I
say, I hold that I, or almost any other man, for the matter of that,
may fairly protest against such a description as coming from the
author of Humanism. I do not think that Mr. Sohiller is justified
in censuring many of his brother-students whether on the score of
the amount of controversial matter to be found in their productions
or on that of the tone and temper in which their controversies are
oonducted. For my own part, the rule I propose to myself has
always been, never to criticise views from which I dissent unless it
seems impossible to make my own attitude dear in any other way
except at the cost of intolerable discursiveness. And in the case of
Mr. Schiller's own philosophical master, the eminence and deserved
reputation of Prof. James are so great that I should think myself
wanting in respect if I did not, in dissenting strongly from some of
his characteristic views, do my best to make my reasons for dis-
agreement manifest.1

1 Mr. Schiller professes, in a sentence which seems in part at least to
be addressed to myself, indignation at the ' blindness' of persons who
admit the eminence of Prof. James as a psychologist but deny the
coherence of his philosophic views. To me it seems that those of us
who take this line might reasonably plead against Mr. Schiller's indigna-
tion the example of Prof. James's own treatment of a no less eminent
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Mr. Schiller'a implied disapproval of my supposed zeal for con-
troversy is however, of oourse, a very trivial and merely personal
affair. My real eonoern is with the rest of his complaint. " Even
he," he goes on, " prudently refrains from trying to illustrate how
' between two doctrines which are, so far as their consequences in
practice are concerned, indistinguishable, there may yet be all the
difference between proved truth and demonstrable contradiction '."
To oonvinoe Mr. Schiller that the pauoity of illustrations was due
more to regard for the editor's space than to any doubt as to the
existence of such illustrations, I take this opportunity of offering an
example or two of what I meant.

It is, as is well known, a disputed point in arithmetical theory
-whether the concept of the cardinal number of a group of objects is
logically derivative from that of their serial order, and consequently
a result of the operation of counting, as in the doctrine of Helm-
holtz and Dadekind (the thiorie empirique of M. Couturat), or logio-
ally independent both of the notion of order and of the operation of
counting (Couturat's thiorie rationaliste). Now, inasmuoh as in
all the applications of numerical theory to practical measurement
and computation the numbers with whioh we have to work are
always finite, and in the case of finite numbers, owing to the so-
called law of the " invarianoe of number," there is always a one-to-
one correspondence between the cardinal number of a group and
the ordinal number of its last term, the practical' consequences of
the two theories are indistinguishable. It is only when we come to
deal with those objeots of pure " theory," the transfinite cardinals
and ordinals, for whioh this correspondence no longer holds good,
that the marked logical advantages of the last-named doctrine be-
come visible. Yet it may fairly be claimed that both theories can-
not possibly be true, and, moreover, that neither theory is, as on
Mr. Schiller's premisses it should be, " meaningless," while many
students of M. Couturat's work, De I'lnfini Mathimatique, would,
I suspeot, not refuse to call one of them "proved truth," and the
other " demonstrable contradiction ".

My second example shall be the pair of contradictory propositions,
" the hundredth digit to the right of the decimal point in the ex-
pression of v in the denay scale of notation is a 9," " the hundredth
digit to the right of the decimal point in the said expression is not
a 9 ". No one, I imagine, will pretend that it is ever necessary, or
even advisable, in the praotioal applications of geometry to make

writer. What Prof. James says of Helmholtz (Principle* of Psychology,
ii., p. 278), that " his genius moves moat securely when it keeps close to

Cticular facts," whereas his more speculative views " in spite of many
nties " are " vacillating and obscure," seems to me no less true of

Prof. James himself. At any rate, I do not Bee that what Prof. James
may say without offence of Helmholtz becomes a reason for indignation
when said by some one else of Prof. James.

1 Aa always, by practice, I understand the origination by individuals of
changes in the temporal order of events, and by practical consequences,
consequences consisting in such changes.
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use of a value of v calculated out to a hundred decimal places.
Does this prevent my saying truly that one or other of the state-
ments in question, and only one of them, must be true ? Or would
it justify Mr. Schiller in declaring, as his philosophy seems to
require him to do, that neither statement has any meaning at all ?
Or shall we suggest, as Prof. James seems to do (Will to Believe,
p. 15), that after all his opponent's baby is " only a very little one,"
and therefore apparently to the philosophio eye as good as non-
existent ? Yet one more illustration, this time from the history of
metaphysics, and I have done. It has long been recognised that
the Berkeleyan subjectivism leads to no practical oonsequenoes in
our operations on physical things other than those whioh would
equally result from every-day empirical realism, or any other meta-
physical interpretation of the data of perception. Moreover, though
that is neither here nor there, the Berkeleyan doctrine is, in my
opinion, one which admits of complete formal logical disproof. Yet
it would be news to me, and I think to many besides myself, that
Berkeleyanism, because leading to no special practical consequences,
must be ' meaningless ' ?

If I may make so bold as to offer a conjecture, Mr. Schiller
would probably meet these objections by urging that my illustra-
tions unduly narrow down the range of the oonoept of the practical.
But my difficulty with Mr. Schiller and his friends is precisely that
they seem to have themselves no intelligible account to offer of the
scope of that oonoept. And, in consequence, I find myself in a
dilemma. Either the meaning of ' practice' has to be so extended
that the mere inferability of one proposition from another takes rank
as a ' practical consequence,' in whioh case the first prinoiple of the
new creed degenerates -into the empty truism that something is
implied by any assertion. Or else, you still continue to draw a
distinction between the practical consequences of an assertion and
other oonsequenoes which are merely theoretical. In that case the
proposition that the truth of a statement depends solely on its
practical, to the entire exclusion of its theoretical, consequences,
ceases to be a platitude and becomes a tremendous paradox. And
I do not see that it is sufficient proof of the paradox to cry to those
who boggle at it, " O fools and slow of heart to believe what the
prophets have written ". As an illustration of this ambiguous use
of the new catch-word, I find that in Mr. Schiller's present utter-
ance the meaning of " practice" is apparently at once to be
widened to include what myself and others " imagine" to be the
disinterested pursuit of " useless " knowledge, and narrowed down
to exclude certain unspecified philosophical doctrines whioh Mr.
Sohiller dislikes. In all soberness, Mr. Sohiller seems to me to
come dangerously near making " practically applicable assertions "
mean neither more nor less than " those assertions whioh I like to
admit, and no others".1

1 Properly speaking, the former consequences are consequences of the
4 truth' itself, the latter consequences of an individual's belief in the
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When I am told that " a troth has consequences, and what has
none is meaningless," I do not find my perplexity as to the real
meaning of the new faith, if it has any one fixed meaning, Sensibly
lessened. For first of all I want to know what you mean by " oon-
sequenoes ". Do you mean logical consequences, assertions which
are implied by the ' truth' in question and ought to be recognised
as following from it, whether they happen to have been actually
drawn or not ? Or do you mean actual effects, modifications of the
stream of events which are caused by my belief in the ' truth' in
question ? Or do you mean both of these very different things at
once ? In the first sense of the word ' oonsequenoes,' clearly what
has no " oonsequenoes " must be meaningless, since it cannot be a
proposition at all,1 and only propositions have a meaning. Thus
once more the great revelation turns out to be an idle platitude,
and we find that the latest oracle has followed the well-established
tradition of oracles; it has ' paltered with us in a double sense/
has ' kept the word of promise to our ear, and broken it to our
hope'. In the second, on the other hand, the oracle's utterance
acquires significance, but only at the cost of a petitio principii.

And there is a more serious difficulty behind. In all these
senses of " consequence," not only truths but falsehoods have oon-
sequenoes. A falsehood has its logical " implication " no less than
a truth; in fact, in the sense of "implications" current in the
calculus of statements, every falsehood implies all assertions what-
soever. Also, as history shows only too plainly, falsehood, no less
than truth, often has an effect upon human action. So I am com-
pelled to ask the philosophers who tell me that truth is all an affair
of oonsequences, " What consequences do you mean ? " How do
the oonsequenoes of truths as such differ from those of error as
such ? And on this all-important point Mr. Schiller's latest mani-
festo does not seem to afford any guidance. For all that he tells
us is that a significant assertion has a bearing upon some human
interest, and that if its oonsequenoes forward that interest, the
assertiop is ' good ' and pro tanto s " true " ; if they thwart it, the
assertion is ' bad' and ' false'. But surely it cannot be enough to
say that assertions are good and true when their oonsequences
forward some human interest, unless we know more definitely what
human interest is meant. (So in ethics, it would at least be a
paradox to say that an act is ' right' if it gratifies some human

' troth'. Prof. James and Mr. Schiller appear to me habitually to con-
fuse these two fundamentally different things. In fact, I believe the
course of future discussion will gradually make it manifest that the whole
plausibility of their doctrine results from the inveterate habit of giving
psychological—and therefore irrelevant—answers to logical (or, if you
prefer the ugly word, episteraological) questions. See on this point my
paper in the Philosophical Review of May, 1906,'pp. 266-289.

'For all propositions ' imply' other propositions.
' Surely again it would be in place to ask, ' Pro quantu f' As the

principle stands it appears to lead straight to the old sceptical view that
no assertion can be false.
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desire; the question, ' What desire ?' seems at least a pertinent
one.) If Mr. Schiller would reflect a little on this point, I think he
would begin to see why some of as believe that the practical con-
sequences of the wholesale application of his principle to conduct
would be morally unfortunate.

Let me illustrate what I mean, in the right Sooratio fashion, by
considering the working of the principle in a simple case, one of a
kind which I know to be not uncommon. I am, we will suppose,
a doctor with a family to support in a country town where there
are a number of well-to-do malacUs imaginairea. If I humour
these persons oleverly, listening with sympathy to their narratives,
and hinting constantly that they really are ill and delicate, they
will become permanent paying patients, and my legitimate human
interest in making an income will be forwarded. If I tell them
they have no disease but idleness and selfishness, they will go oS
to my rivals, and the interest in making an income will be thwarted.
Hence, if Mr. Schiller's doctrine is to be accepted as it stands, it
seems we must say, The first of the two statements here suggested
is true and good, the seoond false and bad. But will any " over-
zealous controversialist " really say this ? Or, if he does, is he
entitled to bewail the " strange narrowness " of his oritics, or to
talk of ' painful revelations ' when they describe his views as lead-
ing to sordid results ? ' Again, can he reasonably complain, if
in view of these singular logical consequences of his principle, his
ourious qualifying phrase ' pro tank) true' is suspected of being
designed in oase of need to cover an esoape by the back-door from
an untenable position ?

If Mr. Schiller would reflect seriously on some of these inferences
from his doctrine, he would, I think, cease to find it so inexplicable
a mystery that the doctrine of himself and Prof. James has not
given universal satisfaction. And I do not think the gain in appre-
ciation of his opponent's meaning would be too dearly purchased by
the sacrifice of some part of his stock of pious " indignation ".

Mr. Sohiller's second reference to myself may be dismissed much
more briefly. It occurs on page 238 where I am once more rebuked
for a " tendency to suppose " that " what I imagine to be a ' dis-
interested ' interest in' pure ' thought, and' useless' knowledge, and
a (presumably unreoiprooated) affection for Absolutes are somehow
not to be counted as oases of emotional interest ". I am not aware

1 1 could wish, to take a more important example, that Pragmatism
would explicitly declare whether it doeB or does not countenance the
principle of Pascal's famous " wager ". Prof. James (Will to Believt, pp.
6-7) appears to reject the principle on the ground that he personally
does not think the existence of Pascal's deity credible. But the real
problem is whether, if a man thinks there is one chance in ten million of
the existence of such an almighty fiend, there ceases to be any moral
turpitude in his safeguarding his ' eternal interests ' by conformity. On
this point I should like to express my absolute agreement with Mr.
Benn's attitude in his recent essay on the " wager " (International Journal
of Sthict, April, 1905).
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of having ever made any statement in the least like what Mr..
Sohiller here imputes to me. That devotion to knowledge may be
disinterested in the sense of satisfying no further incidental interest
beyond the desire to know itself, just as devotion to u moral end
may be, and ought to be, disinterested in the same sense of detach-
ment from extraneous interests, I certainly have maintained, and
do still maintain. But I believe it would puzzle my critio to pro-
duce a referenoe to any passage in wliioh I have denied that the
desire to know is itself ivn emotional interest In any case Mr.
Schiller's present criticism seems quite inconsistent with his former
assertion (MIND, N.8., No. 52, p. 541) that in my Elements of Meta-
physics the ' Absolute ' itself i* introduced as a mere emotional
postulate. Still that assertion was itself a mere mistake, and, for
anything I know, it may be a doctrine of Mr. Schiller's ' new'
logio that whatever is inconsistent with an untrue proposition is
necessarily true. To myself it still appears true that two state-
ments may be mutually incompatible, and yet IxHh be fake, and I
believe this is the case with Mr. Schiller's strictures upon myself.1

With Mr. Schiller's concludiug depreciation of creeds, dogmas
and a canon of philosophic orthodoxy I am glad to find myself in
complete accord. But I must remind him that it is he, and not
we, who stands most in need of the warning. The ' Absolutists'
have at any rate attempted to give reasons for their beliefs, and
may fairly olaira that, if their reasons are adequate, their doctrine
should be accepted, if they are inadequate, the inadequacy should
be exhibited by some more conclusive method than the wholesale
employment of' dyslogistic ' epithete. In such a claim I can find no
trace of the spirit of dogmatism. It is Mr. Schiller himself who
manifests the dogmatic temper when he tries to foreclose investiga-
tion by a Machtxprtich, and stultifies his own declaration for the
freedom of prophesying by combining with it a pontifical exoom-
munication of the philosophies he happens to dislike. To such a
Thrasymaohean wv ry<i> artiwuy TOVTWV TI aTo*pi\jj; I for one oan only

reply with Socrates, ouic tiv Sau/Juuraifju, «i ftot <nc(î a/«Vu) ovrm 5o£cur.

I'.S.—The foregoing pages were already written whon I received
a copy of Mr. Schiller's polemic against myself in MIND, N.S.,
No. 55, pages 348 ff. To this latest exposition of the truth as it is in
Prof. James, I should not feel inolined to make any spocial reply,
as I can find in it no solution whatever of the logical difficulties by
whioh I havo been forced to chooso between attributing to Mr.
Schiller's main revelation either a sense in which it is hopelessly

1 I ulto^etlmr fail to underxtnnil how uny one onn CIIHT^C either my
I'rulileiu of linuluH or my Klnueiilt nf MrUtjtliyric* with nc^'i^t to ein-
pliaxixc the ini|H>rtuma: of emotion uiul the noil-cognitive iixpuct of
o*|H.Tioiiee guiiurnlly. If Mr. Schiller HerioiiHly wixhux his ii'iulerx to tiike
me fur mi extreme ' iiitellcetiiiilist' in my ^cneml philoxophieul position,
1 mnat n<i|>|xme he ix either iiiim-.mnuiiU^l with my writing or presumes
hJH rcmlurx to be im;u;i|iiuiiiUHl with them.
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ambiguous or one in which it is false. Indeed, on page 359, where
he ascribes to the pragmatist the sweeping conclusion that " the use-
less is untrue," Mr. Schiller seems to go muoh farther than I for one
could ever have expected towards admitting everything for which I
have contended in my McGill University Magazine article, as well
as in the more recent paper in the Philosophical Review, in which
I have attempted a more formally complete exposition of my
present views. The tone of Mr. Schiller's oritioism, however, un-
fortunately, is such as I cannot pass over without some comment,
inasmuoh as it contains what to my mind amounts to a serious
imputation upon my personal honour. That Mr. Schiller should
take the opportunity of the publication of my book to repeat the
articles of his belief and to advertise once more the existence of his
own sect is a proceeding to which I can have no right to object, but
when he goes on to accuse me in plain terms of having made ex-
tensive borrowings from the special views of his friends and then
BO concealed the conveyance of their property that the Bources of
my plunder are only allowed to be indicated in one or two passages,
' apparently by an oversight,' as he oharitably conjectures (loo. cit.,
p. 356), I feel bound, as an honest man, to repudiate the charge
with some warmth, all the more as Mr. Schiller clearly does not
mean to be offensive, and is apparently unconscious that his con-
troversial methods are such as to give serious ground for offence to
a scrupulous mind. I must therefore take this opportunity to make
some reply at least to the opening paragraphs of Mr. Schiller's
attack.

And first I desire to state as plainly as I can, and in such a way
that any disproof of my statement will justly expose me to the
charge of deliberate untruth, that the "pragmatist" doctrines were
never in my mind throughout the composition of my book, except
in the one or two passages where they or their champions are
directly and unambiguously referred to either in the text or in the
accompanying notes. Kothing was farther from my mind than
the production of an anti-pragmatist partisan manifesto. Nor had
I any notion at the time of writing that I should subsequently be
led by the accident of my presence in Montreal into taking any
more direct share in the controversy. No reader of my book who
has observed my treatment of authors to whom I am really under
an obligation, such as e.g. Prof. Eoyoe, will, I hope, lightly hold
me guilty of the miserable meanness whioh appears to be imputed
to me by Mr. Schiller.

Next I must examine the particular instances of alleged borrow-
ing brought forward by Mr. Schiller. In doing so, I think I shall
have little difficulty in showing that they all fall into two main
classes. Some of them are commonplaces of philosophic thought,
the peculiar property of no particular sect or school, and in more
than one case, as ancient as Plato and Aristotle. Others aro mere
misapprehensions, where a sentence by isolation from its context
is made, unintentionally of course, to wear a " pragmatist" guise,
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which is seen not to belong to it the moment it is read with atten-
tion to the general connexion of my argument.

Mr. Schiller begins his list by the remark that (loc. cit., p. 352)
the most striking of my " innovations " is my " constant use of the
language of purpose and teleology," a use which he seems to think
almost oonoedes the main position of Humanism, though he is
dissatisfied with the working out of my conception of purpose in
detail Now I suppose Mr. Schiller himself will hardly go so far
as to claim that the categories of end and purpose are special dis-
coveries of those whom he calls the " new " philosophers of the
last twenty-seven years. For my own part, I had always imagined
that I had learned the importance of these categories for our specu-
lative thought long ago from the study of sources so familiar as
Plato and Aristotle, and in more recent times Leibniz, all three
philosophers who fall under the ban pronounced by our ' new'
creed-makers upon the benighted "Absolutist". If I were asked
to produce a single " source " for my teleological way of thinking,
apart from the writings of these philosophers as a whole, I do not
know that I oould find one, but, if I could, it would probably be
the famous obapter of the Phado, so much admired by Leibniz, on
the distinction between ground and accessory conditions (Phado,
pp. 98-99). In the working out of the bearing of this teleological
conception upon our views of mechanism as an aspect of the
universe, the only contemporary writers to whom I am conscious
of any special debt are Dr. Ward and Prof. Eoyce, and in their
case I have, I trust, made distinct and repeated acknowledgment
of my obligation.

(2) Mr. Schiller's next instance of unacknowledged conveyance
from the " new " philosophers is a sentence in which I have spoken
of metaphysics as arising from an " instinotive demand of our in-,
telleot". Now in writing these words I imagined myself to be
translating verbatim the remark with which Aristotle opens the
Metaphysics that all men TOC iliow 6piyovr<u <£w«i, and to be
echoing .in part at least the mot of a living philosopher for whom
Mr. Schiller has been singularly fertile in devising opprobrious
names that " Metaphysics is the finding of bad reasons for what
we believe upon instinct, but to find these reasons is no less an
instinct".' And I may fairly appeal to the common sense of our
readers to decide for me how far the simple assertion that we have
an instinctive desire for truth commits him who makes it to the
doctrine that truth is exclusively practical and that ' the useless is
untrue'.

(3) The next point on Mr. Sohillor's list is my -insistence upon
the presence of Postulates in Soience, a fact whioh a man need be
no ' Pragmatist.' I conceive, to find sufficiently patent. But it is
just in this very matter that my divergence from the views of the

1 It is, of coarse, mere controversial misrepresentation to exhibit either
Mr. Bradley or myself as specimens of the mere or extreme intellectuaiiat
position.
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friends of postulation ought to be most apparent For it is a
characteristic contention of my book thai metaphysics at least con-
tains axioms whioh are logically distinguished from practical postu-
lates of every kind by their character of self-evident truth. To give
the ' Pragmatist' an opening I will go even further than this. I
maintain that, setting all questions of metaphysics and its legiti-
macy entirely aside, there is in existence at least one undisputably
genuine science, viz., Arithmetic, which contains no postulates
whatsoever. At least if it is contended that there are in Arithmetic
somewhere genuine postulates, i.e. principles " which cannot be
logically justified " but are " made because of their practical value
and depend for confirmation on the success with whioh they can
be applied," I desire, to borrow the phrase of Hume, " that they
may be pointed out". Until they are pointed out, I shall be in
good company—including that of the great David himself, in regard-
ing the doctrine that all truth is in the end postulatory as refuted
by the mere fact of the existence of a science of number.1

(4) Mr. Schiller traoas a still more far-reaching indebtedness to
his friends in two sentences of mine,2 in one of which thought is
incidentally spoken of as an instrument, an expression whioh
apparently reminds him of similar phraseology employed by certain
American pragmatists, while in the other the intellect is referred to
as an " intermediary between a lower and a higher level of im-
mediate apprehension ". The connexion of this later passage in
Mr. Schiller's mind with Pragmatism is a mystery whioh I nave
not yet unravelled.

Now reference to the context of the first passage * shows at once
that the writer has ignored its point. The remark about the futil-
ity of studying the instrument apart from its work was given
merely as an objection to the attempt to study the knowing faculty
apart from the actual contents of knowledge. Nothing was said as
to whether the study of the contents of knowledge themselves would
reveal the presence of a priori principles, and the approval ex-
pressed by Mr. Sobiller for the empirioism whioh he reads into the
passage is consequently undeserved.

As to the more specially pragmatist developments of the " instru-
mental " conception of thought, I can only say that they were not

1 1 take this opportunity of stating that the last passage from my book
quoted by Mr. Schiller onp. 363 of his article (in the text)—the reference
by the way should be p. 200, not 330—contains an implied admission of
the Ka.nt.iftn antinomies of space and time to whioh I should not at

£resent wish to adhere. The whole section of my book there referred to
vitiated by certain vestigea of the traditional Aristotelian objection to

the actual infinite, and its statements consequently should be received
with the gravest distrust The recent invalidating of the antinomies
however is a point in favour of the rationalist against the modern Pro-
tagoreans of' Humanism '.

*LoccU., p. 364.
• Of oourse it must be understood that Mr. Schiller has carefully sup-

plied the necessary references.
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before my mind in making these observations, for the very good
reason that I was unaware at the time of writing of the use which
had been made of the word " instrument " and its connexions by
Mr. Schiller's friends. And I may observe that there seems to be
some difference between calling thought an instrument of science
and calling science itself an instrument to practice. In any' case
the remark usad to ba a commonplace of ' Anglo-Hegelian ' lecture-
rooms in Oxford some dozen years ago. As to the second passage
it is taken from a qualified defenoe of that very mental attitude of
mystical contemplative intuition which Mr. Schiller has elsewhere,
if I mistake not, politely characterised as the stupefied condition of
a horde of self-hypnotised fakirs, though, to be sure, as he has
explained, that sentence was inspired by the need of obtaining a
certain notoriety by newspaper reviews. Having now obtained, I
hope, all the notoriety he desired, it appears he can afford to aban-
don the methods of the Aristophanio sausage-seller for a more
serenely Olympian diction.

Still Mr. Schiller's newly acquired serenity of manner seems to-
me to have been purchased by a sacrifice of consistency. I simply
do not see what the " higher level of immediate apprehension " is
doing in his scheme of things at all,—the " lower level," no doubt,
includes reoognisably enough the realm of our every-day praotioal
pursuits,—especially as it seems in the context to carry with it
something like a belief in its object, the poor despised ' Absolute '.

Incidentally Mr. Schiller in dealing with the foregoing citations
gives me oredit for accepting the " teleologioal character of the
construction of identity ". If this means that I hold the view that
all identity is a matter of postulation, and presumably voluntary
postulation, I must observe that Mr. Schiller's interpretation of my
meaning is mistaken. That we often in the physical world 'have to
postulate an identity which goes beyond anything we can prove, I
am well enough aware; in fact, as I learned long ago from Mr.
Bradley, we oommonly call two tilings the same beoause they are
the same up to the point required for our purposes. Still the fact
that up to that point there is sameness is itself a fact whioh we
find there calling for 'recognition and in no sense create for our-
selves by the " might of postulation ". Postulation of identity is,
in fact, only legitimate on a basis of identity apprehended as
already existing. To be sure, I remember a characteristically
delicate and ingenious apologue of Edwin and Angelina in one of
Mr. Sohiller's own publications,1 in whioh this truth appears to be
forgotten, but I have always wondered that Mr. Schiller should not
have discovered that his ohaste and affecting story has, to say the
least, a doubtful moral. And when one comes to deal with the
concepts of the pure sciences, the last vestige of postulation seems
to disappear from the recognition of identity. I do not postulate
by the " might " of some great and glorious faculty of volition that

1 Pertonal Idealism, p. 98.
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" two " is identical with " the only even prime number," or that
six and four are ton, because it suits my convenience that these
thingB should be so. I simply see that they are so, and there is
really no more to be said about the matter.

(5) Finally, Mr. Schiller claims to have caught me in the very
act of lapsing into the crude empiricism which is, it seems, all that
Pragmatism has to offer by way of a theory of knowledge. In
proof of this alleged inconsistency three sentences of mine are
quoted. The first is the saying that " the real is experience and
nothing but experience," and this sentence at least is, I claim,
absolutely irrelevant for the purpose to which my oritio puts it.
For empiricism is not a theory as to what reality consists of, but a
doctrine of the. method to be pursued in investigating reality.
Hence it would be quite possible to maintain that nothing is real
but experience, and yet to hold that this conclusion itself must be
based on other than empirical grounds, in fact, to be at once an
experientialist in one's metaphysio and a rationalist in one's logic.
And this is the very position I have attempted, I do not know with
what success, to defand. The other two quotations are more
relevant, but their whole meaning is seriously perverted by my
critic's exegesis. In one I say that proof of an ultimate truth can
only be given by making trial of it, a doctrine which, until en-
lightened by Mr. Schiller, I had always vaguely supposed myself
to have got from reflexion upon the Aristotelian doctrine of the
vovt which is TUSV iirvdrwy IT' ifjutftoripa,* and the connexion of
' dialectic ' with the axioms. The statement does no doubt at first
sight look like empiricism, but Mr. Schiller has concealed the all-
important point that the kind of trial referred to in the context is a
purely logical and a priori one, and consists in the attempt to dis-
cover whether the denial of the suggested principle leads to logical
contradiction. Whether this is after all the correct theory of the
logical nature of axioms I need not now inquire. It is enough to
point out the utter difference in kind between this procedure and
that of a " radical empiricism" which rejects all form of proof
beyond the a posteriori comparison of theory with the stream of
apprehended events.

The third quotation is to the effect that the true character of
a scientific method can only be discovered by the aotual use of it.
Reference to the context again shows that the remark has no bear-
ing on the points at issue between rationalists and empiricists, but
speaks merely of ihe futility of opening a treatise on any subject by
a disquisition on the method to be employed unaccompanied by
illustrative examples. The reflexion that you cannot analyse the
methods of a science properly until you have them embodied
before you in examples, so as to know what it is you are talking
about, is a commonplace equally obvious on any theory of method.
Or would Mr. Schiller hold that a man might fairly be described

1 See in particular Anal. Pott., 100 b; Topics, A., 101 o, 36 ff.; Ethics,
1141 a, 1 ff, 1142 a, 20 ff.
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as taking a radically empirioal view e.g. of the axioms of geometry
merely because he said that you cannot frame a theory of the logical
oharacter of geometrioal reasoning until there is some geometry
there to theorise about?

My reader is now in a position to judge how far Mr. Schiller has
succeeded in " tracing to their sources all these dootrines of Prof.
Taylor's," and with what measure of justice he has charged me
with an "adroit attempt to graft the new Humanism" on a re-
calcitrant metaphysio. Perhaps, like myself, he will be a little
in alined to wonder how Mr. Schiller can have convinced himself on
suoh flimsy evidence that I must have been meaning him and his
friends in so many passages of my book. I cannot suppose that
he reached the identification by the logic of Sir Andrew Aguecheek.

' Seriously, I should like to appeal to Mr. Schil'or to refleot a little
on the disoredit he is inflicting on a study for which he manifests
a commendable enthusiasm by importing into philosophical dis-
oussion the tone of tho3S religions fanatics whose simplicity divides
all dootrines into the " truth " as it is in the latest popular Messiah,
on the one hand, and the soul-destroying delusions of the heathen
who are still in the outer darkness, on the other. And I hope I
may be forgiven if I go on to appeal to some of Mr. Schiller's
friends, whom those of us who oannot follow them implioitly admire
none the less honestly on that account, to consider whether they
are not in danger of doing an ill service to Philosophy by lending
themselves too readily to a kind of mutual admirationism which
has flourished before now in many branohes of soience, but never,
that I could hear of, did any lasting good to any.1

Why it would not in my opinion be desirable for me to deal with
•the body of Mr. SohiUer's paper, which, so far as I can see, merely
ignores difficulties and ambiguities which I have already commented
on as fully as I am able, has already been sufficiently explained. If
there is a satisfactory reply to these difficulties from the Pragmatist

1 Mr. iscbiller brings (loc. tit., p. 353, note 1), a minor oharge against
me of inaccurate quotation in support of which he gives two references
to pages of lay artiole in the McOitl University Magazine for April, 1904.
On the second of the two pages of that article which he specifies I cannot
find any quotation at all, and must conclude either that his reference is
incorrect or that he has by an oversight spoken of misquotation where he
means simply misapprehension (not that I can admit the presence even
of the latter in the context referred to). The other misquotation appears
to be a jesting version of a certain remark of Mr. Schiller's d propot of
Goethe's Faust. As to this sentence I have only to say (1) that it does
not profess to be an actual quotation, and is not given as suoh ; (2) that
it appears to me quite within the limits of good-humoured parody, and
that until I read Mr. Schiller's present article it never struck me that he
himself could possibly resent it; and (b) that the remark plays no part
whatever in the serious argumentation of my essay. I am sorry if so
harmless a jest has disturbed Mr. Schiller's mental equilibrium, bat 1
think I may fairly complain that the form of his reference to it is suoh
as might naturally suggest to his readers that 1 had rested some part of
my case against himself and his friends upon misquotations.
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standpoint, I shall be glad on its production to give it the most
candid consideration of which I am capable. But I most confess
in advance that mere exhortations to abandon " logio-chopping " '
—i.e., a genuine scrutiny of the real implications of the doctrines
put forward for my acceptance—and to see how happy I can be
when I have found peace in believing will probably leave me cold.

A. E. TATLOB.

1 See the remarks of Mr. Schiller about 'logomachies,' he. tit., p. 364,
note 6, and those of Prof. James anent ' logic-chopping' in MIND, N.S.
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